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Project young scholar (PSM) is one ofthe condition and syllabus obligatory for 
student who take degree young scholar from the Kolej Universiti Teknikal 
Kebangsaan Malaysia, student be musted pass to enable one the student gets Sarjana 
Muda or degree. PSM be carried out for 26 weeks along execute PSM, student will in 
disclose with atmosphere development and study against the any application 
Malaysian ICT which become more challenge. Coincidently each student be 
encouraged execute study and outside development which one involve finn 
government or private follow system related with course which be taken. Significant 
this to ensure each student gets application what be student during learning in the 
campus for 3 years and experience work during in the industry training. Which 
system will be developed in the Projek Sarjana Muda with shape is portal system 
loan housing bank with online method. This system special is developed for Bank 
Bumiputra Malaysian Commerce Berhad. This portal system goal be developed is 
because to help the bank loan housing in administer loan housing morely systematic 
in good order, fast and more comprehensive. Portal System E-Homeloan Bank 
BBCB executes two loans that are conventional loan and Financing-i. In the 
conventional loan too, have four kinds loan housing between he HomeFixed Loan, 
HomeXtra, HomeXtrall, HomeFlexi where each kind loan have facility package , 
scheme loan , interest rate and so on . While in the Financing - i loan too, execute 
affair loan housing base on principle Islamic law. Portal System which will be 
developed has several applications facility and service between he is registration 
online for both kinds process and loan housing bank. Besides this there are other 
service also be prepared in this system between he is calculation against the loan 
housing and interest rate balance daily compare balance monthly. Know Can term 
payment go back loan housing. Can know price and amount be known loan product 
from the calculation which be done. All the data and information about loan housing 
bank will be recorded and be to store continue in database E-Homelon bank BBCB 
as a reference observation the bank be to side be become proof loan which be to do 
by each borrower who already make registration. Along execute Projek Sarjana 
Muda, students be demanded execute study on the system which be to develop. This 
is because to ensure system which more be developed resolute and become proof to 
the development and study system. On my opinion, patience, determination and 
sincerity to execute certain project, study, significant the be given because this 
assignment need us facing with various problems which will be attacked during be to 
world occupation actual be to side oppose current world motherland boundless ICT 
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